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Abstract
Women are dramatically underrepresented in representative bodies, and most scholars agree that
the limiting factor is the lack of female candidates (supply). However, voters’ subconscious
biases (demand) may also play a role, particularly among conservatives. We designed an
original field experiment to test whether it is possible to increase women’s electoral success
through political party leaders’ efforts to exogenously shock the supply of female candidates
and/or voter demand for female representatives. The key experimental treatments involved
messages from a state Republican Party chair to the leaders of over 2,000 precinct-level caucus
meetings. We find that party leaders’ efforts to stoke both supply and demand (and especially
both together) affect the number of women elected as delegates to the statewide nominating
convention. Our results suggest that simple interventions from party leaders can affect the
behavior of candidates and voters and ultimately lead to a substantial increase in women’s
electoral success.
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Introduction
Women are dramatically underrepresented in representative bodies, and research suggests
that this may have important substantive implications for both policy and process (Karpowitz
and Mendelberg 2014; Wängnerud 2009). Further, the lack of women in political office suggests
that there is some form of “adverse selection” in the current process of choosing representatives
that disadvantages women (Mansbridge 1999, 632). As norms about equality have shifted,
political parties have become increasingly concerned about the lack of female politicians. But it
is an open question whether parties have the power to change the number of women in office
outside of quotas or other similar tactics, which are impractical in many electoral systems and/or
ideologically anathema to more conservative parties. Most scholars agree that the greatest
limiting factor is the lack of female candidates—in other words, the supply of female candidates.
Research suggests that active party recruitment my help increase this. However, there is also
evidence that some voters have subconscious biases against female candidates, suggesting that
low demand for women in office may contribute to their underrepresentation.
Hence, we ran an original field experiment to test whether it is possible for parties to
increase women’s representation through efforts to exogenously shock the supply of and demand
for female representatives. We worked with a state Republican Party in a state with low levels of
women’s representation to attempt to increase the number of women elected at neighborhood
precinct meetings to be nominating convention delegates. Figure 1 highlights the basic problem
faced by Republicans in the state: in the absence of experimental treatments, women comprised
about half of the attendees at the 2014 neighborhood precinct meetings, but only about 24% of
the elected delegates. Over 62% of precincts did not elect any women to their delegation. These
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numbers are similar to caucus results in previous years and mirror broader patterns of women’s
representation in America.

With the cooperation of party officials, we randomly assigned over 2,000 precinct chairs
to receive one of four letters from the state party chair prior to the caucus meetings that elected
these delegates: a neutral control (Control), a request to recruit 2-3 women to run as state
delegates (Supply), a request to read a letter at the precinct meeting encouraging attendees to
elect more women as delegates (Demand), and a request to both recruit women and read the
letter (Supply+Demand). As we explain in further detail below, the experiment uses an
“encouragement design,” which is common to field experiments (Gerber and Green 2012). Our
interest is whether messages from party elites to neighborhood precinct chairs can affect both the
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supply of female candidates and group norms or expectations about the need for more women at
the state party convention. Our primary dependent variable of interest is the downstream effect
of the assigned messages on women’s electoral success at the neighborhood caucus meetings.
We find that messages from party elites had a powerful effect on electoral outcomes.
While both the Supply and Demand treatments somewhat increased the number of women
elected as delegates, the Supply+Demand treatment had the largest and most statistically
powerful effect on the number of women elected. The percentage of precincts that elected no
women at all dropped from 62.5% in the control group to 54.6% in the Supply+Demand
condition. Further, in precincts assigned to control conditions, women comprised about 24% of
3,839 delegates, while under the Supply+Demand condition women comprised close to 30% of
delegates. These are substantial changes. Our analyses show that if the Supply+Demand
condition had been instituted statewide, hundreds of additional women would have been elected
to the state convention. The findings are robust to a wide variety of model specifications and
suggest that simple encouragement interventions from party leaders may have the ability to
increase the number of women in office.
In the remainder of this paper, we discuss the literature on the supply of and demand for
female candidates; outline our experimental research design, including randomization, and
compliance; report the results of the experiment; and conclude with a discussion of the
implications of our findings, including for the ethics of field experimentation.
Literature Review and Expectations
Understanding why there are so few women in office requires thinking about both the
supply of and demand for women on the ballot.
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The Supply of Female Candidates: Political Ambition and Recruitment
The first factor that influences the supply of female candidates on the ballot is how many
women want to run for office. Most studies find significantly lower levels of political ambition
among women than among men. Explanations include women’s family obligations (Fulton et al.
2006; Sapiro 1982), gender role socialization (Clark, Hadley, and Darcy 1989), differences in
qualifications and perceptions of qualifications (Crowder-Meyer and Lauderdale 2014; Fox and
Lawless 2004, 2005; Lawless and Fox 2010), and differences in party support and perceptions of
party support (Fox and Lawless 2004, 2010, 2011; Fulton et al. 2006; Lawless and Fox 2010;
Sanbonmatsu 2006a, 2006b). More recently, an experimental literature has emerged that reports
another potential source of imbalance: competition aversion (Kanthak and Woon 2013).
Interestingly, there is growing evidence that women’s lower levels of political ambition
may actually be endogenous to gendered patterns in political party recruitment. Recruitment is a
more important aspect of the candidate emergence process in American politics than is often
assumed by the traditional political ambition model (Broockman 2014; Fox and Lawless 2010;
Maestas et al. 2006). However, women are much less likely to be recruited than men (CrowderMeyer 2013; Fox and Lawless 2010; Lawless and Fox 2010; Niven 1998; Sanbonmatsu 2006a,
2006b). The gender gap in who gets recruited is particularly important because women tend to
make decisions about running for office through a “relationally embedded” process, rather than
one based on pure political ambition (Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2013). That is, the decision to
become more politically involved or even run for office is highly sensitive to social cues and
relationship networks (2013).
Hence, increased political party efforts to recruit women are likely to play an important
role in increasing women’s representation. Among women and men who report being recruited
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by political elites, Lawless and Fox find no difference in levels of political ambition (2010). All
of this leads us to expect that our experimental intervention focused on recruiting women to run
to be state nominating convention delegates should increase the number of women elected to
these positions.
Demand for Female Candidates: Voter Stereotypes and Vote Choice
Voters’ willingness to support female candidates has significantly increased over the last
few decades (Dolan 2005, 46), though Republicans are significantly less likely to favor gender
parity in government than Democrats (Dolan and Sanbonmatsu 2008), and implicit gender
attitudes toward female leadership remain (Mo 2014). Voters also hold numerous stereotypes
about male and female candidates; because voters tend to believe that male-stereotyped
characteristics are more important than female-stereotyped characteristics in politics, these
stereotypes often hurt voters’ perceptions of female candidates (Brown, Heighberger, and
Shocket 1993; Fox and Smith 1998; Huddy and Terkildsen 1993; Lawless 2004). However,
there are situations in which stereotypes benefit women, such as in some kinds of negative
campaign environments (Fridkin, Kenney, and Woodall 2009; Krupnikov and Bauer 2014) and
among the subset of voters who have a preference for female candidates (Dolan 2010;
Sanbonmatsu 2002).
These stereotypes do not always translate into biased vote choices, though. Trait-based
stereotypes, such as whether men or women are more assertive or compassionate, are unlikely to
disproportionately harm women on Election Day (Brooks 2013; Dolan 2010). At the same time,
policy stereotypes, such as whether men or women are better at handling the economy or
national security, may harm women (Dolan 2010; Lawless 2004).
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Republican female candidates face a particularly interesting set of dynamics (Dolan and
Lynch 2013). Because they are perceived to be more liberal than male Republican candidates,
they may be more appealing to the median general election voter (King and Matland 2003).
However, this stereotype actually hurts them among fellow Republicans (King and Matland
2003; Koch 2002; Sanbonmatsu and Dolan 2009). Thomsen finds that this issue of “party fit”
plays a significant role in explaining why there are so few Republican women in office
(Thomsen Forthcoming, 2014).
While parties are aware of their potential to increase the supply of women through
recruitment efforts, there has been less discussion of whether they have the ability to influence
voters’ demand for female candidates. Yet, we know that partisans—especially well-informed
partisans—pay close attention to ideological cues from party elites (Zaller 1992). Party elites are
“knowledgeable and trustworthy” sources who are likely to be persuasive among their followers
(Lupia and McCubbins 1998, 201). Because of this dynamic, Republican elites’ decisions to
distance the party from the women’s rights movement may have created a party culture that
helps to explain why Republican women’s representation actually peaked in the late 1990s
(Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2013; Elder 2012, 2014).
What would happen if Republican elites sent a clear message to voters that women’s
representation was a priority for the party?1 Would Republican voters follow that lead? We
designed the second arm of our experiment to test just such a scenario. We expect that when
precinct chairs read a letter from the Republican state party chair explaining that the party would
like to see more women elected to be state nominating convention delegates, voters will be more

In fact, the Republican National Committee’s 2012 Growth and Opportunity Project report did identify increasing
the number of female Republican politicians as a priority. See http://goproject.gop.com/.
1
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likely to perceive the goal of electing women as important (and acceptable), and ultimately, more
women will be elected to be delegates.
The mechanism for the relationship between messages of party leaders and caucus voting
behavior is norms or expectations about the role of women in politics. While politics is still seen
by many as a “man’s game” (Burns, Schlozman, and Verba 2001), this gendered expectation
may be especially strong among Republicans, given the party’s history of ambivalence and even
antipathy toward the women’s movement. When trusted Republican Party leaders send a clear,
persuasive message that women’s voices are welcome and needed, we expect that partisans will
follow the cue that voting for women is consistent with the party’s values. Such responsiveness
to the messages of party leaders may occur because the party leaders are reminding their fellow
partisans of a norm the voters already hold (gender equality) and emphasizing that the norm
applies to the intra-party context or because party leaders are effective in establishing new
expectations for the group (in contrast to earlier ambivalence about women’s representation).
Evidence of the direct effect of these messages on norms should be seen in the attitudes
of caucus participants about women and in women’s patterns of participation during the meeting.
In other words, the cue from party leaders sends a message to all caucus participants that should
affect beliefs and ultimately voting behavior, but it also sends a message specifically to women
that they should feel free to speak up, run for office, and be more active participants in the
process. Karpowitz and Mendelberg (2014) show that when decision-making groups establish
norms of equality, women’s authoritative participation in the group increases. If these same
mechanisms are at work in the neighborhood caucuses that are the focus of our study, the
messages from party leaders will affect the beliefs of those who hear the message and the
participation of women at the meetings.
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Research Design
We worked with the state Republican Party in a Republican-dominated state with low
levels of women’s representation to see how party attempts to exogenously shock the supply of
and demand for female candidates affect women’s political participation. The state is one of 15
in which women comprise less than 20 percent of the state legislature.
The experimental setting was the party’s caucus meetings, in which neighborhood
precincts elect delegates to the state party nominating convention. Despite the fact that men and
women attend the caucus meetings in approximately equal numbers, women have been
dramatically under-represented at the party convention, generally comprising only about 20
percent of the delegates. This imbalance is particularly striking because caucus-goers regularly
elect women to less prestigious positions in high numbers, including secretary, treasurer, and
delegates to the county party conventions. Hence, our interventions were designed to increase
the number of women elected to be delegates to the state nominating convention.
Prior to the caucus meetings in March 2014, we received a list of the 2,156 current
precinct chairs from the state Republican Party. One of the important duties of precinct chairs is
to lead the neighborhood caucus meetings, so a list of precinct chairs allowed us direct
communication with the person in each neighborhood area responsible for organizing and
conducting the meeting. The experiment is a 2x2 factorial design in which party precinct chairs
were randomly assigned to one of four conditions. Precinct chairs received one of four letters
printed on the party’s letterhead and signed by the State Party Chair. The full text of the letters
for each condition is available in Supporting Information Appendix B.


Control: Encouraged the precinct chair to foster good environment at the caucus so
individuals would feel comfortable running for positions. This condition included no
mention of gender or a gender disparity in the election of state delegates.
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Supply: Encouraged the precinct chair to reach out to two or three women who know
their neighborhood well to encourage them to run for office at the caucus.
Demand: Encouraged the precinct chair to read a paragraph at beginning of caucus
meeting inviting attendees to vote for more women.
Supply+Demand: Encouraged the precinct chair to reach out to two or three women and
read the paragraph.

Hence, our experiment falls into the category of an encouragement design, common in public
health and get-out-the-vote experiments (Gerber and Green 2000). Encouragement designs are
distinctive because they focus on the effect of asking subjects to participate in a treatment, rather
than the effect of the treatment itself. While this can lead to challenges with compliance,
encouragement designs reflect the reality of many kinds of real world interventions (Gerber and
Green 2012). Because of the challenges that typically come from two-sided non-compliance in
encouragement designs, we have chosen to focus our analysis on the conservative “intent-totreat” analysis (Gerber and Green 2012, 173-205).2 There is a further wrinkle in our design,
which is that our intervention is encouraging precinct chairs to perform tasks, while our outcome
measures depend on the behavior of all precinct caucus attendees, most of whom were not
directly treated. This situates the study between traditional experimental studies of mass
behavior and newer experimental studies of elites and institutions (Grose 2014; Loewen,
Rubenson, and Wantchekon 2010). Hence, this experiment is best thought of as an examination
of the downstream mass effects of encouraging party elites to take actions that favor women
(Gerber and Green 2012, 193-205).
Mailed letters were determined to be the most inclusive and simple way to contact all
precinct chairs and to ensure that precinct chairs received the treatment via the same mode.
Unfortunately, the party’s list did not include mailing addresses for all precinct chairs, and a
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This choice is also appropriate because we do not have compliance data for all caucus precincts in the state. As we
explain below, we have compliance information for only a subset of the precincts, making computing the statewide
CACE difficult.
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small number of additional addresses were determined by our mail services contractor to be
outdated (the addressee had moved, for example).3 Of the 2,156 precincts in the state, we were
able to send letters to 1,842 precincts. Table 1 shows how many precincts were assigned to each
condition as well as how many precincts included sufficient mailing address information to allow
us to send the treatment letters. As the table reveals, precincts with faulty or no mailing
addresses were roughly equally distributed across the experimental conditions.

Randomization
In the field experiment, all precincts in the state were randomly assigned to conditions.
Each precinct was assigned a unique random number, and the precincts were then sorted by their
random numbers and assigned a condition. If the randomization was successful, we should find
no relationship between the conditions and women’s representation in 2012 – two years prior to
our experimental intervention. Table 2 confirms these expectations.
Because the dependent variable is highly right-skewed (most precincts elected no women
at all) and because proportions are constrained by definition between 0 and 1, OLS regression
may not be the appropriate method. For that reason, we also model the relationships using
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The party provided researchers with the list of precinct chairs approximately two weeks before the caucus night,
and some elements of the list were incomplete. Because treatments were randomly assigned, we have no reason to
expect that missing data on the party list was in any way associated with the treatments.
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fractional logit, which is a generalized linear model with a binomial family and logit link.
Predicted values from the fractional logit models are bounded at 0 and 1. With these results and
others that follow, the choice of models – OLS, fractional logit, zero one inflated beta, or tobit –
makes little substantive difference. The key results are nearly identical no matter which
modeling strategy we employ. Nonetheless, in the results that follow, whenever we compute
predicted values, we use fractional logit models to avoid the problem of predicted values falling
outside the range of the dependent variable.
In addition to the lack of relationship between the experimental treatments and the 2012
results, we also find no relationship between the experimental conditions and other demographic
characteristics of the precincts, such as the average age of caucus meeting attenders, the size of
the caucus meeting, or the distance between the precinct and the site of the state party
convention. All of these null results reassure us that the randomization worked as intended.
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Compliance
To understand the extent to which precinct chairs followed through on the requests by the
state party chair, we designed a post-caucus survey of precinct chairs.4 Between email and mail
invitations, 1,901 precinct chairs were sent at least one invitation, 613 accessed the survey, and
604 precinct chairs completed the full survey. Overall, we had a 32% response rate.
As a way of measuring compliance, this strategy is limited, primarily because not all
precinct chairs responded to the survey. In addition, some selection bias likely exists among the
set of precinct chairs who responded to the survey. Those who responded to our invitation to
complete the survey may be especially conscientious and thus more likely to have complied with
the treatments when they received the message from the precinct chair. They may also be more
likely to feel social desirability pressures to report having followed the encouragement of the
state party chair. Nonetheless, because we could not directly attend and observe all precinct
meetings, let alone observe the efforts of precinct chairs to recruit female candidates prior to the
meeting, the self-reports of the precinct chairs are our best available measure of compliance.
Table 3 highlights self-reported compliance among the 400 survey respondents who
remembered receiving a letter from the precinct chair prior to caucus night as well as the same
compliance results for all respondents to the survey.5 In each condition, the patterns are much as
we anticipated. For each action – recruiting women or reading the paragraph encouraging
caucus attenders to elect women or both – compliance levels are highest in the conditions that
correspond to those actions. For example, only 3% of respondents in the control condition who
recalled receiving the letter prior to the neighborhood caucus reported reading the paragraph
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See Supporting Information Appendix C for details of survey field dates and response rates.
Some respondents could not remember whether or not they received a letter or reported receiving the letter after
caucus night occurred.
5
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aimed at increasing demand, while 50% of those in the Demand condition and 41.5% of those in
the Supply+Demand condition told us that they read the paragraph.6 In other words, those who
never received an invitation to read the paragraph rarely reported doings so, while substantial
percentages of precinct chairs who received the treatment letters reported that they followed the
instructions.

At the same time, the results show some spillover across conditions, as is often the case
in encouragement designs. For example, nearly 20% of those in the Supply condition reported
reading the paragraph on caucus night. In addition, it appears that some level of recruitment
(Supply) occurred entirely outside of our efforts, with nearly 12% of respondents in the control
condition reporting that they encouraged women to run as candidates for state delegates. This is
not necessarily surprising or a problem for our experiment, however, because precinct chairs

6

These numbers may actually underestimate compliance, however, because some respondents reported that they did
not read the paragraph, but when offered an open-ended opportunity to tell us anything more about their caucus
experience, they said they informally urged participants to elect more women instead of reading the letter word-forword. For purposes of Table 3, we do not count these informal mentions of the importance of electing women as
compliance.
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may reasonably consider it part of their duty to build the party by encouraging qualified
candidates to stand for election as state delegates.
However, nearly 44% of respondents in the Demand condition told us that they also
recruited candidates, significantly more than in the Control condition. It is possible that those
planning to read the Demand paragraph felt prompted to make extra efforts to ensure that female
candidates would be present and ready to run. Alternatively, perhaps those who received the
letter with the encouragement to read the Demand paragraph felt increased need to report
recruitment efforts, even if they did not actually engage in such efforts.
It is difficult to determine whether the spillover numbers are the result of this kind of
creative interpretation, social desirability pressures, or actual spillover in which precinct chairs
discussed the letters’ contents with each other. We thought carefully about how to prevent
spillover as we designed the experiment. We chose mail delivered via the postal service—rather
than email—as the mode for the experimental treatment in order to minimize the chance that
precinct chairs would forward their letter to other chairs. We also waited to mail the letters until
after the party’s webinar training sessions to prevent discussion of them in these meetings. Most
chairs received their letters 3-5 days before the caucus meeting, limiting the amount of time they
had to share it with others. Neither we nor the party received any communication that indicated
that chairs had seen conflicting letters. Hence, we are inclined to believe that most of the
reported spillover is either because of social desirability or enterprising interpretations of the
instructions. However, we acknowledge that these challenges with spillover are potentially
problematic for causal inference.
Experimental Results
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Having shown that our efforts to randomize the treatments likely worked and that
patterns of compliance fit roughly with the patterns called for by the research design, we turn to
the experimental results. We focus on two dependent variables: 1) the proportion of precincts in
each condition that elected at least one woman to be a state delegate and 2) the proportion of
state delegates in each condition who are women. The first is important because the majority of
precincts in this sample do not elect any women; the second is a more traditional measure of
women’s representation.
Proportion of Precincts Electing At Least One Woman
The total number of state delegates elected from each precinct depended on the number
of caucus attenders and the density of Republicans in each location. Because many precincts
elected more than one state delegate and the modal precinct elected no women at all, we begin
with the question of whether any of the elected delegates were women. Table 4 presents the
percentage of precincts in each that elected at least one woman, computed from an analysis of
the main experimental factors (Supporting Information Table A1).7 Because of the factorial
research design, we can compare conditions that included each of the main factors with those
conditions that were not exposed to those factors. For example, 40.4% of precincts that did not
receive the Supply treatment elected at least one woman as a state delegate, while in 44.4% of
precincts assigned to the Supply treatment at least one of the elected delegates was a woman, a
statistically significant difference. Put differently, precincts in conditions that included the
Supply treatment (Supply and Supply+Demand) were more likely to elect at least one woman as
a state delegate, compared to those precincts that did not include the Supply treatment (Control
and Demand). Similar results can be seen for the Demand treatment. The comparable numbers
7

The interaction term in the model in Table A1 also shows that the effect of each main treatment is not contingent
on the presence of the other treatment.
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for those that were not assigned to read the Demand appeal (Control and Supply only) versus
those that were (the Demand and Supply+Demand conditions) are 40.5% and 44.3%. In short,
Table 4 offers evidence that the experiment’s main treatment arms had the desired effect of
increasing the number of precincts electing at least one woman.

While Table 4 shows the main effects of the factors we manipulated, another way to
examine these results is to compare each treatment condition to the control. This approach may
be preferable because the Supply + Demand condition is unique in its request that the precinct
chair take two actions. Beyond the content of the requested actions, which was identical to the
other conditions, asking the precinct chair to do two things may also indicate greater intensity or
urgency from the state party about this issue. For that reason, in subsequent analyses, we
evaluate each of the three experimental conditions (Supply, Demand, and Supply + Demand)
independently against the control. Figure 2 gives a graphical representation of this comparison
for the raw experimental results without any controls or other statistical adjustments. Error bars
in the figure represent the 95% confidence interval and spikes represent the 83% confidence
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intervals. Showing the 83% confidence intervals allows viewers to easily compare across
conditions and determine whether the differences between the point estimates are statistically
significant at roughly the 95% confidence level.8 When compared to the control, the Supply and
Demand conditions on their own each fall short of standard levels of statistical significance.
However, the Supply+Demand condition statistically significantly reduced the proportion of
precincts that did not elect any women. In the control condition, only 37.5% of precincts elected
at least one woman; this increases to 45.4% in the Supply+Demand condition.

Table 5 offers a formal test of the intent-to-treat effects of the treatments. The excluded
category in the regression models is the control condition, meaning that the coefficients for each

8

Visual examination of whether 95% confidence intervals overlap will result in Type II errors and is not a reliable
way of testing differences in point estimates (see Bolsen and Thornton 2014 for an explanation and examples).
Instead 83% confidence intervals offer a rough visual approximation of a formal hypothesis test of a two-tailed
difference of means test at the 95% confidence level (see Bolsen and Thornton 2014; Goldstein and Healy 1995;
Payton, Greenstone, and Schenker 2003).
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of the other treatments show the difference from the control. Because the state party relies
heavily on county-level party officials to organize and run the neighborhood caucus meetings,
standard errors are clustered by county. All treatments appear to have a positive effect, but only
the precincts in which the party attempted to exogenously shock both supply and demand saw a
statistically robust change.
These results are sharpened by the inclusion of control variables, such as the number of
delegate positions available (which varied with the size of the precinct and its tendency to vote
Republican in previous elections), the average age of caucus participants who attended the
meeting, the size of the meeting, and the distance between the precinct and the convention site
(which was held in a suburb of the state’s largest city). In addition, including the controls shows
that the experimental treatments had an effect on the proportion of women elected over and
above the proportion of caucus attenders who were women. Women are more likely to be
elected when a greater proportion of those at the meeting were women, but the experimental
treatments exerted a positive effect on women’s representation independent of that relationship.
If anything, the inclusion of controls bolsters the effect sizes. Importantly, the experimental
conditions had no effect on the proportion of caucus participants who were women. Whatever
other effects they might have had, our interventions did not substantially alter the mix of men
and women who attended the meeting. We can thus include that variable in the regression model
without worrying about correlation between it and the experimental conditions. Across all
conditions, attendance at meetings tends to come close to gender balance: 44-45 percent of
participants at the neighborhood gatherings were women, and the proportion of women among
participants is roughly normally distributed (see Supporting Information Figure A1). These
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patterns also reassure us that the failure to elect women is not merely the result of women being
under-represented at the meetings.

The effects of the experimental conditions – especially the Supply+Demand treatment –
persist even when we add an additional control for the precinct’s 2012 proportion of female
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delegates (see Supporting Information Table A2).9 In other words, even when we control for
women’s electoral success in the precinct at the previous caucus meeting, the Supply+Demand
treatment had a substantial effect on whether or not the precinct elected at least one woman in
2014, increasing the proportion of precincts electing at least one woman (and thus decreasing the
proportion of all-male delegations to the state convention) by about 8 percentage points relative
to the control. On this analysis, the Demand only treatment also saw a marginally significant
increase of 5.5 percentage points in the number of precincts with gender diverse slates of state
delegates.
Finally, because we know that some precincts did not receive letters because we did not
have a correct mailing address for the precinct chair, we can condition the analysis on whether or
not a letter was successfully sent.10 As expected, restricting the analysis to those precincts for
which we had a working mailing address further strengthens the results (see Supporting
Information Table A3), with the Supply+Demand condition increasing the proportion of
precincts with at least one woman in the delegation by nearly 10 percentage points in models
with controls.
Proportion of State Delegates Who Are Women
The second dependent variable we consider is the overall proportion of the precinct’s
state delegates who are women. Table 6 shows the intent-to-treat results for this dependent
variable, comparing each of the treatments to the control.11 While both the Supply and the
Demand condition have positive coefficients, neither rises to the level of statistical significance.

9

Here and in subsequent analyses, the overall number of observations is lower when we control for the 2012 results
because some new precincts were created between 2012 and 2014, and we do not have a 2012 measure of women’s
electoral success in these new precincts.
10
This is only a measure of whether we had a working address confirmed by the mail contractor, not a measure of
whether the precinct chair actually received the letter.
11
The analysis of the main treatment arms for this dependent variable can be seen in Appendix Table A4.
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However, the Supply+Demand condition does. Model 1 indicates that it increased the proportion
of women elected about four percentage points; Model 2 includes controls for precinct
characteristics and increases that effect size to 5.7 percentage points.
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Because fractional logit coeffcients are difficult to interpret, Figure 3 shows the predicted
values for the proportion of state delegates who are women based on Model 4. Error bars in the
figure represent the 95% confidence interval and spikes represent the 83% confidence intervals.
Both estimates include Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons. As the figure shows, in
the Control condition, the model predicts that women would comprise less than 24 percent of
state delegates, but that number rises to close to 30 percent in the Supply+Demand condition, a
difference that is significant at p<0.01.12 In the fractional logit model with controls, the
estimated proportion of women in the Supply+Demand condition is also larger than the
proportion in the Supply alone condition (p=0.02). Finally, the estimated value of the
Supply+Demand condition is greater than that of the Demand condition alone, but the difference
in the estimated values falls short significance.13 As with the previous dependent variable, these
results are robust to the inclusion of controls for women’s electoral success in the precinct in
2012 (see Supporting Information Table A5) and to conditioning on those precincts for which a
letter was actually sent (Supporting Information Table A6).
The size of the treatment effects, relative to the control, is large – in field experiments on
voter turnout, for example, an intent-to-treat effect of 5 to 10 percentage points would be
considered very large. In this case, the downstream mass effects of encouraging party elites to
take actions that favor women results in a 5 to 10 percentage point change in the gender balance
of the state’s Republican convention. The substantive significance of this change in descriptive
representation is perhaps best understood in raw numbers. If all precincts had been assigned to
the control condition, our analysis predicts that about 920 of the 3839 delegates would have been
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P-values are computed using a Wald test on predicted values from Model 4 of Table 6.
All of these comparisons are estimated from Model 4 of Table 6. When we predict values Models 1-3, only the
difference between the control and Supply+Demand condition is statistically significant at conventional levels.
13
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women (a proportion also consistent with recent state conventions). In contrast, if all precincts
had been assigned to the Supply+Demand condition, over 1150 of the delegates would have been
women. This would result in an increase of 230 additional women attending the convention—a
25% increase over the 920 that would have attended without any intervention. Hence, though
the percentage change may seem modest at first glance, our experiment suggests that there are
hundreds of women who could be brought into the formal political party structure and its
associated informal networks simply by mailing a letter to precinct chairs with some basic
requests. In contexts that struggle to elect women to office, these kinds of boosts to the pipeline
of political women are particularly important.

Finally, we also explored the effects on the overall proportion of women elected when
dividing by one other pre-treatment variable: the gender of the precinct chair to whom the letter
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was sent. The results, which can be seen in Table 7, shows that the effect of the
Supply+Demand treatment was concentrated in precincts with a male precinct chair. This result
is partly because the problem of women’s under-representation is greatest in those precincts.14
Precincts with a female chair were far less likely to elect an all-male slate of state delegates, and
those precincts may have been distinct in other ways as well. More remains to be done to
explore this particular result. For now, we do not know whether the treatments had a greater
effect in precincts with a male chair because the encouragement to vote for more women is
especially efficacious when given by a male authority figure or whether other explanations, such
as differences in the culture of the precincts that elect male or female chairs, is the primary
explanation. We expect that several factors are likely in play, though our experiment is not
designed to isolate the cause of this particular difference.

14

See Supporting Information Figure A2 for a graphical presentation of the distribution of the proportion of women
elected by the gender of the precinct chair to whom the letter was sent. The distributions across the two panels are
very different; precincts with a male chair were far more likely to elect no women as state delegates.
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Mechanisms for Downstream Effects
Our focus so far has been the treatments’ downstream effects on women’s descriptive
representation at the state party convention. This is ultimately the dependent variable that
matters for party leaders’ ability to remedy substantial gender imbalances. However, our theory
held that these changes hinged on two specific mechanisms: an increase in the number of women
running (supply) and a change in precinct-level norms about women’s participation in the
nominating process (demand). If our theoretical approach is correct, we should also be able to
see evidence of these mechanisms at work. In this section, we review evidence for the
experimental treatments’ more proximate effects on norms and the supply of candidates.
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Evidence that the Demand Treatment Provoked a Change in Norms
Our evidence for the relationship between the experimental treatments and the precinctlevel norms is drawn first from the 2014 Survey of Precinct Chairs. As part of our survey, we
asked the chairs about their attitudes toward women’s participation in politics, including whether
“more women are needed” as delegates to the state convention.15 If our theory is correct and the
message from party leaders contributed to a change in norms about the importance of electing
women, we should see different attitudes about the role of women among those who received the
message. In our discussion of compliance, we showed that precinct chairs who were randomly
assigned to the Demand treatment were more likely to report reading the letter than those not
assigned to that treatment. Table 8 shows that the treatments also had an effect on the gender
attitudes of the chairs themselves. Precinct chairs in both the Demand and the Supply+Demand
conditions express greater agreement with the idea that women should have increased presence
at the convention, compared to the control. Precinct chairs in the Supply condition are no
different from the Control.
In other words, in the experimental conditions where the precinct chair was asked by
party leaders to publicly emphasize the importance of women's representation, precinct chairs'
attitudes about women changed. As the table shows, the effect is concentrated among men: they
are the ones who are moved by the party message, while women are not affected. A formal test
comparing the effect of the Demand treatment in all the conditions that received it (Demand and
Supply+Demand) to the conditions that did not include the Demand message (Supply and
Control) shows that the effect is modest but robust.16 Male precinct chairs who were asked to

The exact statement was “More women are needed as convention delegates.” Responses were given on a 5-point
Likert scale, with higher scores reflecting increased agreement with the statement.
16
This test is a simple difference-of-means test and does not include controls for other demographic characteristics.
When such controls are included, the effect holds -- if anything, it is slightly larger and more statistically robust.
15
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read a paragraph encouraging caucus-goers to elect more women had, on average, attitudes that
were about .22 points friendlier to women on the 5-point response scale (3.36, compared to 3.14)
than precinct chairs who were not randomly assigned to a condition with the Demand treatment
(t=2.75, p<0.01). This represents a difference of about 4.4% of the full span of the dependent
variable.

These effects are modest, and the data are limited in important respects: they are, for
example, only self-reports from the subset of precinct chairs who responded to the survey, not
measures of attitudes among caucus-attenders more generally. Nonetheless, the differences
across the randomly assigned conditions are consistent with the belief that persuasive messages
from party elites can affect norms and expectations for women's role in politics, including among
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precinct leaders. In addition, the change in beliefs about the importance of electing women
persisted for several weeks after the meeting, when the survey of precinct chairs was fielded, and
is concentrated among the leaders of the precincts that tend to have the greatest gender
disparities (precincts headed by men). That our one-time treatment had any discernible effect at
all is noteworthy; that its effects can be seen in the attitudes of male precinct leaders well after
the caucus meetings had concluded is remarkable.
The survey data are also supplemented by one additional piece of evidence. If norms
about the importance of women being elected are changed as a result of our experimental
treatments, we might also expect that the women who stand for election as delegates will be
more assertive and talkative during the meeting. The cue from the party chair signals that
women's voices are needed and that women can play a key role in the political process. When
party leaders send the cue that women's participation is welcome, one possible hindrance to
women's greater involvement is thus reduced. One way of measuring women's greater
assertiveness is to examine the proportion of female candidates who gave speeches urging others
to vote for them. At the caucus meeting, all candidates for office are given an opportunity to
make a short speech or offer comments about why they should be elected to the state convention,
though not all candidates choose to speak up. We sent student observers who were blind to the
purposes of the study to a small convenience sample (n=145) of the precinct meetings.17 We
asked the observers to keep systematic notes about the proceedings and the candidates who ran
for office, including which candidates gave speeches and which did not.
In precincts assigned to the read the Demand paragraph (the Demand and
Supply+Demand conditions), women candidates spoke more often. Not only were a greater

17

The experimental conditions were evenly distributed across the set of precinct meetings to which we sent
observers.
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proportion of all speeches given by women (31%, as compared to 23%, t=1.73, p=0.09, twotailed difference-of-means test), but a greater proportion of female candidates spoke up. There is
no comparable effect for the Supply treatment. Overall, nearly 90% of female candidates gave
speeches in precincts where the chair was asked to read the Demand paragraph, compared to
78% of candidates in precincts that were not assigned to the Demand appeal (t=1.68, p=0.09).
This difference persists regardless of the gender of the precinct chair (a little more than 11
percentage points in precincts with a male chair and 14 percentage points in precincts with a
female chair, though statistical power is limited).18 These results are only an indirect measure
from a limited sample of precincts, but they are consistent with our theory that elite messages
can change expectations about women's empowerment and active participation.
Evidence that the Supply Treatment Affected the Number of Women Running for Office
The evidence above shows that the Demand treatment had an effect on norms about
women's participation and the need for women's voices to be heard, but we also want to see
evidence that the Supply treatment had an effect on the number of women who stand for
election. In our earlier discussion of compliance, we used the Survey of Precinct Chairs to show
that chairs were more likely to recruit women to run for state delegate when assigned to the
Supply treatment (Supply or Supply+Demand conditions) than when they did not receive an
encouragement to recruit (Demand or Control conditions). A formal test shows a large
difference in self-reported recruitment behavior. About 57% of precinct chairs in the conditions
that included the Supply treatment told us that they recruited at least one woman to run, as
opposed to only 29% in the remaining conditions (z=5.56, p<0.01, two-tailed difference-ofproportions test).
18

In the sample of precincts observed by students, only 18 included female candidates for state delegate and were
also chaired by a woman.
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If those results are more than mere reporting bias, then we should see evidence in the
actual number of women running. Unfortunately, the state party does not collect any information
on the candidates who stand for election in each precinct; their formal reporting process includes
only the identity of the electoral winners. For that reason, we turn again to our small subset of
precincts attended by student observers. This sample is not fully representative of the state;
instead, precincts within a reasonable driving distance of the students' campuses were the
primary targets of observation.19 Nonetheless, we randomly sampled accessible precincts from
all of the experimental conditions, and the data from the student observers is the best precinctlevel record we have of the gender of candidates for election as state delegates, not just the
winners.
Models 1 and 2 of Table 9 show that even in our limited sample, the experimental
conditions in which chairs were asked to recruit women (Supply and Supply + Demand) also had
slightly higher numbers of female candidates, though that relationship is only statistically
different from the control condition in the Supply + Demand condition.20 Models 3 and 4
compare the two conditions with the recruitment message (Supply and Supply + Demand) with
the two conditions that did not include such encouragement. Though many other factors beyond
our experimental treatments are clearly at work, these models provide additional evidence that
when the precinct chair was encouraged to recruit women, more women ran.

19

Students at three different university campuses in three different counties in the state participated in the project.
They attended the neighborhood meetings in teams of two, and levels of agreement between the coders were very
high. Coders agreed on the gender of the candidates in 99% of cases and they agreed on whether or not the
candidate made a speech 95.5% of the time. For purposes of this analysis, the small number of cases where coders
disagreed about either the gender of the candidate or the presence of a candidate speech were dropped.
20
Because the dependent variable is a count that is skewed toward 0, we employ a negative binomial regression.
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How big is the effect? In the conditions without recruitment appeals, on average
approximately one woman ran for state delegate in each precinct. When precincts were
randomly assigned to the recruitment condition, that number rises to 1.34 – an increase of about
30%. That increase is slightly larger (about 36%) when controls for the size of the caucus
meeting are included in the analysis. If we limit the analysis to the small number of precincts
where we know from our survey that the chair received the letter prior to the caucus meeting
(Model 5 of Table 9), the effect is much larger still – a predicted increase of about 141%, with
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the estimated number of women running changing from less than 1 to nearly 2 (0.77 to 1.86).
These results should be interpreted with caution because we have neither a random sample of
observed precincts, nor full compliance information for that sample. Nonetheless, all of these
results converge on the same, basic conclusion: when the precinct chair was encouraged by party
leaders to increase the supply of female candidates, more women did, in fact, run. It appears that
the “Supply” mechanism had at least a small effect on the set of female candidates.
Discussion and Conclusions
In summary, our experimental interventions targeted two potential reasons for the
underrepresentation of women in politics: the supply of female candidates and the demand for
female representatives. These two mechanisms are rarely linked in the literature, but our results
suggest that they should be, and we have shown circumstantial evidence that our interventions
worked through these mechanisms. Further, we have shown that the interventions had
downstream consequences for women’s electoral success and ultimately their descriptive
representation at the party nominating convention. While there have been a handful field
experiments on political party recruitment and a number of survey experiments on voter
stereotypes, this is the first field experiment to increase the number of women elected to political
office, albeit political party offices.
We also believe that our research design provides a model for how to ethically study
elections with field experiments. Humphreys (2011, 2014) argues that field experimentation
raises concerns when researchers are “taking actions that may have major, direct, and possibly
adverse effects on the lives of others” (Humphreys 2011, 23). Consent of the research subjects,
similar to innumerable field experiments on voter turnout, was impossible. Had precinct chairs
known they were being studied and observed, the internal validity of the experiment would have
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been compromised. Partnering with full active cooperation and prior approval of the state party
officials helps to alleviate these concerns. Furthermore, the requests made by the state party were
not required of anyone and, as our compliance and spillover discussions revealed, precinct chairs
maintained sufficient autonomy to conduct their meeting within party rules as they saw fit. The
treatments were phrased as a request and not a compulsory demand.21 The choice to design the
treatments as invitations from party leaders to precinct chairs and not a requirement may,
therefore, have weakened the potential effects, but it also preserved autonomy of precinct chairs
and was a realistic reflection of what current (and future) party officials who remain resistant to
quotas were actually prepared to do.
Conducting ethical field experiments also requires researchers to weigh potential harm
against net benefits. In our case, the harm was minimal. The treatment objective was to elect
more women as state delegates, but not to promote any particular candidates or policy objectives.
Furthermore, the harm to individual male candidates should be seen in light of larger benefits.
Understanding how to elect more women as party convention delegates is a goal that our
research partner saw as extremely desirable and beneficial for the state party, given the gender
imbalance in previous years. A more descriptively representative outcome is also an objective
that society in general views favorably. When engaging in a utilitarian balancing of harms and
benefits, it is also important to factor in the harm that results from women’s stark underrepresentation. In the end, the confluence of the party’s own desire to increase women’s
representation and its willingness to cooperate resulted in research that served party needs,
minimized harm, maximized benefit, and ultimately provided an opportunity for ethical field

21

In open-ended responses to our survey, some precinct chairs said they did not recruit candidates and/or read the
letter encouraging voters to elect women because they felt such actions would impinge on voters’ preferences at the
meeting.
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experimentation.22
Ultimately, our approach is important for its substantive results, which suggest that even
political parties that are ideologically opposed to quotas or other stronger interventions have the
ability to increase women’s representation in meaningful ways. Although our interventions were
mild—a single letter sent to precinct chairs with a request from the state party chair—and
compliance was imperfect, we saw significant increases in the number of precincts that elected at
least one women to their delegation to the state nominating convention and, when the two
interventions were combined, significant increases in the overall percentage of delegates who
were women.
While it is obvious that additional research is necessary to find out whether these kinds of
interventions would work in other settings, we believe settings like ours are among the most
important to study. The Democratic Party has seen steady increases in the percentage of women
elected—women now make up about a third of Democratic state legislators (Carroll and
Sanbonmatsu 2013, 68). However, the percentage of Republican legislators who are women is
currently 16.5%, which is about the same as in 1985 (Carroll and Sanbonmatsu 2013, 68). These
trends are similar among Members of Congress (Thomsen forthcoming). Hence, the biggest
challenge to women’s representation is within the Republican Party. We demonstrate that by
taking simple steps to encourage local recruitment efforts and emphasize that women’s
representation is a priority, Republican Party leaders can begin to change this.

22

We are not asserting that field experimentation should stop whenever shared interests with a partnering
organization are absent, but rather that researchers should exploit such moments of opportunity when they arise.
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